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Introduction
OBD Evolution is an app which reads out OBD-II data from your vehicle's diagnostic bus
and displays them in gauges of different kinds. It focuses on the ease of use combined
with a full coverage of the OBD-II sensors of service 1 (generally referred to as Mode 1
PIDs) which are defined in the SAE J1979 standard, version from February 2017. This
leads to the support of 363 different ECU sensors and sensor combinations which can be
selected. Please take into account that only the sensors which are supported by your
vehicle's ECU(s) can be handled. They can be as few as 18 for a 2007 Volkswagen Polo
Manual or as many as 80 for a 2016 Ford C-MAX Diesel Automatic.
This app can read out all OBD-II relevant Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) which are
supported by the vehicle's ECU(s). All of these DTCs can be displayed. For the 8,300
OBD-II codes defined in SAE J2012 standard, version from December 2016, the
standardized descriptions are given as well.
In order for this app to communicate with your vehicle's ECU(s), you need an ELM327
compatible Wi-Fi OBD-II adapter, one of the supported Bluetooth LE adapters, or the
Bluetooth adapter OBDLink MX+. They need to be purchased separately.
Here you can find a list of supported adapters:
http://obd-evolution.com/index.html#adapters
As a precondition, your vehicle's on-board diagnostic bus needs to support OBD-II.

Do you miss anything or is anything left unclear? Please contact support@obdevolution.com to help us improve this manual and the app!
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Basic Features
Adapter Connection
You do not need to actively connect to or disconnect from an OBD-II adapter.
The app constantly tries to
connect to a Wi-Fi adapter
with the IP address
configured, to a supported
Bluetooth LE adapter, or to
the Bluetooth adapter
OBDLink MX+ and notifies
you about a successful
connection. This is shown
on the left side image.
If the adapter is out of reach
or unplugged, the app
cleanly disconnects with a
notice as shown on the right
image. Then it keeps trying
to re-establish a connection.

Therefore you will find neither any button to connect, disconnect, or reconnect to an OBDII adapter nor any settings concerning connections handling.

Vehicle Profiles
Different vehicles are handled by storing their specific profiles. All you need to do is
connect the app with a vehicle. You do not need to create a vehicle profile – this is
automatically done. Once a vehicle is connected, the app reads few vehicle specific data
via the OBD-II adapter and checks whether the vehicle has already a profile stored. If a
profile is found, this profile is selected. If a profile is not found, there will be some
additional vehicle specific data read and stored in a newly created profile. In this case this
new profile is selected. Therefore you do not need to select a vehicle profile anymore – all
your vehicle profiles are recognized and will automatically be selected at connection time.
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The profile names which are taken by the app are Vehicle followed by a space and a
number in such a way that a new unique profile name is used. So the first profile being
created is named Vehicle 1. This name can be changed anytime. If you leave this profile
name unchanged and a new profile is created, this new profile name will be Vehicle 2. If
you change the first profile name, the next new profile name will be Vehicle 1 again.
The time for the app to create a new profile depends on one hand on the vehicle and the
amount of specific data read and on the other hand on the adapter being used. You can
take from 10 seconds up to 1 minute into account. Once a profile is stored, the
reconnection time should be below 10 seconds. In case there are communication
problems like the adapter or the vehicle ECU not reacting anymore, the reset and
reconnection time can take considerably longer, depending on the circumstances, but this
should happen in rare cases only.

Trips
This app supports trips. A trip is basically determined by the time the engine is
continuously running. Trip values are calculated per vehicle. The following values are
supported:
1) Average fuel consumption (mpg, l/100km, km/l)
2) Average fuel rate (mph, l/h)
3) Average speed
4) Distance traveled
5) Engine run time
6) Fuel usage (gallons, liters)
These values can be observed in gauges and in the vehicle profile.
The continuous running of the engine is determined by the RPM sensor (see also subchapter Permanently Requested OBD-II Sensors). But there is a maximal interruption
time configurable (see Special Options menu in chapter Settings). So you can cover
breaks, fuel stops and possible adapter connection problems. If this maximum interruption
time has passed without the engine running, the trip values are reset once the engine of
this vehicle is running again. This means that the trip values are still visible in the vehicle
profile even after this interruption time has passed.
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Permanently Requested OBD-II Sensors
Certain sensors are permanently read out:
1) VSS (Vehicle Speed Sensor)
2) RPM (Engine RPM)
3) Several sensors for the calculation of the fuel consumption if fuel consumption
calculation is activated (sensors depend on the vehicle); it can be deactivated in the
Adapter Settings menu
The VSS is read out because it is used for trip values like distance, average speed, and
fuel consumption.
The RPM is read out because it is needed for trip run time calculation, and fuel
consumption. If the RPM is greater than zero, the engine is assumed to be running. This
trip run time is used for average speed calculations and average fuel consumption.

Changes of Settings
You do not need to explicitly save settings changes. This makes you go quicker through
the screens. The only change where a confirmation is needed is when you delete a vehicle
profile.
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Main Menu
The initial screen of the app, the Main Menu, contains a blue status box and 6 buttons.

The status box on the left
image shows the initial
values in case the device is
not connected to a WLAN
network and GPS is
disabled. If GPS is enabled
but no signal is detected,
you will see no signal. In
case GPS is not supported
(if e.g. the device is an iPod
Touch), it is written not
supported by device.

On the right image you see
a vehicle profile selected,
the ECU protocol detected
by the OBD-II adapter, the
identification string of the
adapter, the SSID of the
WLAN network the device is
connected to, and GPS
accuracy information.

The buttons lead to screens which are explained in the following chapters. All buttons
consist of fixed images. Therefore only the buttons Settings and Miscellaneous show the
subsequent screen contents. All other buttons show example screen contents.
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Settings
The Settings menu consists of 9 entries.
All entries in the upper section lead to further menus.
The entries in the lower section do the following:
1)
App Review opens the App Store app and leads to
the place where you can write a review. You can see it in
the left image below.
2)
Email to Support opens the Mail app with a
prepared recipient, subject, and attachment. You can see it
in the right image below. You only need to fill in your
personal message.
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General
The General menu contains
four settings.
The first setting determines
whether the status bar of the
mobile device is not shown,
like on the left image, or it is
shown like on the right one.
The second setting
determines whether the
dashboard is directly
entered after the app start.
The third setting directly
locks the rotation when
selected. It applies for all
screens of the app.
The last settings activates voice control which is described in an own chapter.
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Units
The Units menu contains four entries:
The first entry covers several units which are used for the
gauges being displayed in Dashboard.
The second entry is only effective if the first entry is set to
Imperial.
The third entry is only effective if the first entry is set to
Metric.
The fourth entry lets you choose between kW and hp.
Please note that the metric hp value is slightly different from
the imperial one.
With the fifth entry you select the temperature unit.
All values shown on this image are the standard values of
this menu.
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Adapter Settings
The Adapter Settings menu has six entries:
The first two entries are needed for the communication with
the OBD-II adapter. If one or both values are changed, they
get effective when this menu is left by selecting Settings in
the navigation bar. If there is no connection to an adapter
established yet, the new values are used for further
connection attempts. In case there is already an established
connection, this connection is not interrupted. Instead the
values are used for further connection attempts after the
current connection has been closed.
Normally all sensors which are relevant for the fuel
consumption calculation are read out. If you do not need it,
you can deactivate it with the third entry.
When you select new gauges, you will get a list of gauges
which are supported by the vehicle selected. If you want to
see a full list of sensors instead, you can activate it with the
fourth entry.
Please note that selecting unsupported sensors does not read out these sensors but
enables you to add gauges for vehicles which do support these sensors!
Once a connection to the adapter or the ECU(s) is established or lost or a new vehicle is
handled, you are informed by a visual notification. You can activate an additional vocal
notification with the fifth entry.
When the Diagnostic Trouble Codes are read out the Freeze Frames are automatically
read out as well. With the sixth entry the Freeze Frame readout can be deactivated.
All values shown on this image are the standard values of this menu.
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Appearance
An appearance set can consist of two gauges background
pictures (one for square shaped gauges, one for round
gauges), a background picture, and a set of properties like
the used size of gauges (radius), the pointer size and width,
different colors and some more. All existing values
substitute the initial values. You can find more details at
Appendix: Dashboard Appearance.
The Appearance menu has five entries:
The first entry leads to a selection of appearance sets. Each
set contains some of the values mentioned above. You can
see the currently existing sets in the image below. These
sets are regarded as examples of what can be done. An
appearance set can contain a dashboard background
picture, a background picture for round gauges, a
background picture for square shaped gauges, and an
attributes file.
The second entry resets the appearance (selected by the
first entry) to the initial appearance.
If you intend to use a persistent background picture, you
can select one by selecting the third entry. This entry leads
to an image selection dialog where you can select a photo
from your mobile device. A persistent background picture is
taken as the dashboard background and overrules an
existing dashboard background picture contained in the
appearance set.
The fourth entry simply deletes an existing persistent
background picture. So an existing background picture of an
appearance set is visible again.
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The fifth entry allows you to adjust the background opacity in case you have no gauge
background pictures. Below you can see the opacity setting in the upper images and the
effect in the lower ones.
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Special Options
The Special Options menu has only one entry by now.
This value is explained in detail in the sub-chapter Trips of
the chapter Basic Features: there it is named maximum
interruption time.
The value shown on this image is the standard value of this
menu. The minimum value is 0 which actually sets the value
to 20 seconds in order to avoid trip resets due to connection
“hiccups”.
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App Settings
The entry App Settings
leads you to the part of the
iOS Settings menu which
contains the settings of this
app.
The left image shows the
minimum entries while the
right image shows the
maximum entries, including
the permission to
1)

access your photos
for the dashboard
background

2)

access the
microphone for voice
control

3)

receive notifications
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Dashboard
In Dashboard you can
select all gauges you are
interested in.
The left image shows an
empty dashboard. It is not
the startup setting but it is
chosen to make the
subsequent explanations
clearer. Tapping on it makes
a navigation bar appear, as
shown on the right image.
By pressing + you will get
another screen with one
selectable item. This is
shown below.

Sensor Selection
Selecting Sensor will bring
you to a table with at least 4
sections.
The Mobile Device
Sensors section shows
several currently supported
sensors of your device.
The Adapter Sensors
section shows only one
entry.
The Calculated Sensors
section shows entries which
are derived from OBD-II
sensors or are calculated in
a different way.
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By tapping on the section
titles
Mobile Device Sensors
(left image)
Adapter Sensors (right
image)
Calculated Sensors (lower
left image)
you can make the lines with
the sensors of this section
invisible. This reduces the
visible sensors to the ones
supported by the vehicle.
The lower right image shows
how it looks if the lines of all
three sections are invisible.
Please note that the invisible
lines remain invisible until
you tap the titles again. This
means that the visibility
setting is preserved, even
when you leave the
Selectable Sensors table.
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These screens show all
currently available
calculated sensors.
Please note that the last six
sensors in screen 1 appear
in screen 2 as well.

Vehicle Acceleration displays the acceleration in G, calculated from the Vehicle Speed
Sensor.

Vehicle Wheel Power shows the calculated vehicle power, basically taken from the
Vehicle Acceleration described above. The following facts apply:
1) The vehicle weight in the vehicle profile is needed.
2) No negative values are shown.
3) It can be determined most accurately on a flat terrain.
4) In case of no acceleration the value displayed is zero.
5) It is meant to be used in order to determine the maximum power

Vehicle Wheel Torque is calculated from the Vehicle Wheel Power described above by
additionally taking the Engine RPM into account. The facts from Vehicle Wheel Power
apply as well.
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This screen shows the
beginning of all OBD-II
sensors the selected vehicle
supports. Here you see the
available sensors of the first
ECU. In case the vehicle
supports sensors of more
than one ECU, you will see
additional sections, one for
each ECU.
In case the ECU name is
supported by the vehicle, it
is shown in the section
header (right image).

Here the left-side screen
shows the selection of a
sensor. When you select any
sensor, this screen is
automatically left. Then the
details of the gauge which is
about to appear are shown,
as you can see on the rightside screen.
In the field for Gauge title
you see a placeholder which
is shown in the gauge if you
do not change it. The
content is taken from the
SAE J1979 standard for
external test equipment.

The fields for Minimum value and Maximum value can be filled with suitable content. You
should take into account that the minimum value may be rounded down and the maximum
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value be rounded up so that it fits best to the gauge display.
Further details about the Gauge menu are listed later.
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Gauge Appearance
If you leave the screen by pressing Dashboard in the
navigation bar, this gauge will appear in the dashboard.
All gauges added to the dashboard are placed in the middle
of the screen. The initial size of new gauges is determined
so that you can position two gauges in a row in three rows
without them touching each other or the screen borders.
There are only 6 sensors the gauges of which have a
different initial size:
1) GPS: Details
2) Diesel Aftertreatment Status Supported
3) Monitor Status since DTCs Cleared
4) Monitor Status This Driving Cycle
5) NOx Warning and Inducement System Status
6) Vehicle Malfunction Indicator Status

Here you see the initial size and position of one of the
gauges mentioned above. It is centered in the middle as
well but has the size of 4 normal gauges because of the
amount of information being collected and displayed.
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Gauge Moving and Resizing
If you long-press a gauge and keep it pressed, a blue
background will appear. This indicates that the gauge can
be moved over the screen.
By moving the gauge to the very left or right of the screen,
the gauge can be moved to another page. If no page exists,
an additional page will be created.
If the gauge is moved to another page so that the former
page is left empty, this empty page will be removed.
In case you have more than one page, you can swipe
between them. The page indicator on the bottom shows you
where you are and you can use it as well in order to move
between pages.

If you long-press a gauge with two fingers and keep it
pressed, a red background will appear. This indicates that
the gauge can be resized by the usual zoom-in and zoomout movements.
Please take into account that there is a minimum and
maximum size of the gauge. The minimum size is
determined so that you can position 3 gauges in a row in 5
rows without them touching each other or the screen
borders. The maximum size is the width of the screen.
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Gauge Modification
If you double-tap a gauge,
the Gauge menu which you
already saw above appears.
By selecting Sensor, as
shown on the left image, you
will get to the table with the
selectable sensors again. It
is automatically scrolled
down so that the selected
sensor appears in the
middle of the screen, as you
can see on the right image.

If you select Gauge type, as
shown on the left image, the
Gauge Type menu is shown
with the chosen gauge type
being highlighted. By
selecting a different gauge
type the Gauge Type menu
is automatically left. If you
do not select a different
gauge type, you can leave
this menu by selecting
Gauge in the navigation bar.
The remaining fields have
already been explained
above.
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Gauge Types
Here you can see how the different gauge types look. They
are:
Upper left:

Full dial needle

Upper right: Full dial meter
Middle left:

Half dial needle

Middle right: Half dial meter
Lower left:

Graph display

Lower right: Digital display
Please note that not all sensors support all gauge types!

Handling of Overlapping Gauges
Here the left image shows
an extreme example of one
gauge covering others. You
can push this gauge to the
background by just tripletapping it. Then it will be
placed behind all others as
you can see on the right
image.
Please note that there is no
special feature in order to
pull a gauge to the
foreground. If you long-press
a gauge so that you can
move it, this automatically
happens.
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Diagnostics
Display of Current Fault Codes
In this screen you can get
information about Diagnostic
Trouble Codes. Once you
enter this screen while the
app is connected to a
vehicle, the Fault Codes
and, if not deactivated, the
Freeze Frames are read out.

Depending on your vehicle's
protocol your screen will
look like the image on the
left or the right side. The
second value in General is
shown if supported by the
vehicle.
Here it is shown how it looks
when there is no Fault Code.
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In case some Fault Codes
are detected you might see
screens similar to the
images shown here. The
middle value in General is
shown if supported by the
vehicle.
If you go back to the Main
Menu and re-enter this
screen, the values from the
former readout are shown if
the vehicle has not been
disconnected yet.

By tapping on one of the
lines with DTC entries some
details are shown.
The left image shows the
ECU address only; no
Freeze Frame data is
available.
The right image shows the
ECU name as an additional
detail and the Freeze Frame
content.
Freeze Frames are only
shown for entries in Stored
Fault Codes in case they
are supported.
Please note that the readout
of Freeze Frames will take
some time.
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Fault Codes Display Refresh
If you just swipe downwards,
as shown on the images, a
new readout of the Fault
Codes is started and the
results are shown.

Fault Codes Clearing
By tapping on the trash bin
icon on the navigation bar,
the Fault Codes can be
cleared. As legally required,
all readiness monitors have
to be reset then as well.
Please note that some
vehicles only clear the Fault
Codes while the ignition is
on and the engine is off!
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Fault Codes Cleared
If the DTC Codes have been
successfully cleared then
the output of the left image
is shown.
If the DTC Codes could not
been cleared then the output
of the right image is shown.

Vehicle Not Connected
If you enter this screen when
no vehicle is connected it
will look like on the left
image.
When swiping down you get
the notification shown on the
right image.
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List of Logged Diagnostics
Once the Diagnostic Fault
Codes are read out, the
result is stored for later
reference. You can see them
by tapping on the folder icon
on the navigation bar.
The left image shows no
existing entries.
The right image shows
several entries. For each
entry it is shown:
1)

Readout timestamp

2)

Vehicle profile name

The vehicle profile name is
shown in green if the MIL
was off. It is shown in
orange if the MIL was on.

An entry can be deleted by
shifting the entry which
should be be deleted to the
left. Then a Delete button
appears on the right side of
the entry. By pressing this
button the entry is deleted.
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Another possibility to delete
an entry is to tap the Edit
item on the navigation bar.
Please note that this item
only appears if there is at
least one entry.
By pressing the red (-) sign
on the left side a Delete
button appears on the right.
By pressing it the entry is
deleted.

By pressing the Delete All
item on the bottom line, all
trips can be deleted. You
can see the dialog to do
this on the left image.
After deletion the screen
looks like on the right
image.
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Display of Diagnostics Logs
Here you can see some
example logs.
These are the logs in case
there are no errors detected.
Depending on your vehicle's
protocol your screen will
look like the image on the
left or the right side. The
second value in General is
shown if supported by the
vehicle.
You can export the content
by tapping on the action item
on the navigation bar. See
the action dialog on page
47.

These are the logs in case
there are some errors
detected. Depending on
your vehicle's protocol your
screen will look like the
image on the left or the right
side. The middle value in
General is shown if
supported by the vehicle.
You can export the content
by tapping on the action item
on the navigation bar. See
the action dialog on page
47.
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By tapping on one of the
lines with DTC entries some
details are shown.
The left image shows the
ECU address only; no
Freeze Frame data is
available.
The right image shows the
ECU name as an additional
detail and the Freeze Frame
content.
You can export the content
by tapping on the action item
on the navigation bar. See
the action dialog on page
47.
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Monitors
The Monitors menu consists of two entries which lead to
further menus.
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Readiness
In this screen you see the current readiness status.
Additionally, it is shown whether the MIL is on and how
many confirmed DTCs are stored. When you enter this
screen while the app is connected to a vehicle, the
readiness monitors are read out and displayed.
The image shows an example of a Diesel engine with the
MIL off, without Fault Codes and all readiness tests passed.
The readiness monitors being supported depend on the
vehicle.

This image shows an example of a gasoline engine with the
MIL on, 1 confirmed Fault Code and one readiness test not
passed yet.
If you go back to the Main Menu and re-enter this screen,
the readiness monitors will be read out again and displayed.
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Readiness Monitors Display Refresh
You can refresh the values
by swiping downwards, as is
shown on the images.

Readiness Monitors Clearing
By selecting the trash bin on
the navigation bar, the
readiness monitors can be
reset. As legally required,
the Fault Codes have to be
cleared as well.
Please note that some
vehicles only reset the
readiness monitors while the
ignition is on and the engine
is off!
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Readiness Monitors Cleared
If the readiness monitors
have been successfully
cleared then the output of
the left image is shown.
If the readiness monitors
could not been cleared then
the output of the right image
is shown.

Vehicle Not Connected
If you enter this screen when
no vehicle is connected it
will look like on the left
image.
When swiping down you get
the notification shown on the
right image.
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List of Logged Readiness Monitors
Once the Readiness
Monitors are read out, the
result is stored for later
reference. You can see them
by tapping on the folder icon
on the navigation bar.
The left image shows no
existing entries.
The right image shows
several entries. For each
entry it is shown:
3)

Readout timestamp

4)

Vehicle profile name

The vehicle profile name is
shown in green if the MIL
was off. It is shown in
orange if the MIL was on.

An entry can be deleted by
shifting the entry which
should be be deleted to the
left. Then a Delete button
appears on the right side of
the entry. By pressing this
button the entry is deleted.
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Another possibility to delete
an entry is to tap the Edit
item on the navigation bar.
Please note that this item
only appears if there is at
least one entry.
By pressing the red (-) sign
on the left side a Delete
button appears on the right.
By pressing it the entry is
deleted.

By pressing the Delete All
item on the bottom line, all
trips can be deleted. You
can see the dialog to do
this on the left image.
After deletion the screen
looks like on the right
image.
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Display of Readiness Logs
Here you can see some
example logs.
These are the logs in case
there are no errors detected.
Depending on your vehicle's
protocol your screen will
look like the image on the
left or the right side.
You can export the content
by tapping on the action item
on the navigation bar. See
the action dialog on page
47.

These are the logs in case
there are some errors
detected. Depending on
your vehicle's protocol your
screen will look like the
image on the left or the right
side.
You can export the content
by tapping on the action item
on the navigation bar. See
the action dialog on page
47.
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Vehicle Info
In this screen you see some
vehicle information.
On the left image you see
how it looks if there is no
vehicle connected or, in
case it is, there are no
further information
supported by the vehicle.
On the right image you see
the In-Use Performance
Tracking counters (without
units) in case they are
supported by the vehicle.

Here on the left image you
see the Vehicle Operation
Data – Engine Run/Idle
Time values (existing units
are always shown in green)
in case they are supported
by the vehicle.
You can refresh the values
by swiping downwards. In
case no vehicle is connected
you get the notification
shown on the right image.
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Here is the list of vehicle information values supported by the app:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

In-Use Performance Tracking
Fueled Engine Operation Ignition Cycle Counter
Distance Traveled Since Evap Monitoring Decision
Vehicle Operation Data - Engine Run/Idle Time
Vehicle Operation Data - Distance/Fuel Used
Vehicle Operation Data - PKE/EOE
Vehicle Operation Data - PSA
Plug-In Hybrid Vehicle Distance Data
Plug-In Hybrid Vehicle Fuel Data
Plug-In Hybrid Vehicle Grid Data
Active Aerodynamic Features #1 Off-Cycle Credit Vehicle Data
Active Aerodynamic Features #2 Off-Cycle Credit Vehicle Data
Active Aerodynamic Features #3 Off-Cycle Credit Vehicle Data
Driver-Selectable Operating Modes Off-Cycle Credit Vehicle Data
Run Time for Stop-Start and Coasting Off-Cycle Credit Vehicle Data
Driver Coaching Technology Off-Cycle Credit Vehicle Data
Active Powertrain Warm-Up Features Off-Cycle Credit Vehicle Data
Off-Cycle Credit Technology #1 Vehicle Data
Off-Cycle Credit Technology #2 Vehicle Data
Off-Cycle Credit Technology #3 Vehicle Data
Off-Cycle Credit Technology #4 Vehicle Data
Off-Cycle Credit Technology #5 Vehicle Data
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List of Logged Vehicle Info
Once the vehicle information
is read out, the result is
stored for later reference.
You can see them by
tapping on the folder icon on
the navigation bar.
The left image shows no
existing entries.
The right image shows
several entries. For each
entry it is shown:
1)

Readout timestamp

2)

Vehicle profile name

An entry can be deleted by
shifting the entry which
should be be deleted to the
left. Then a Delete button
appears on the right side of
the entry. By pressing this
button the entry is deleted.
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Another possibility to delete
an entry is to tap the Edit
item on the navigation bar.
Please note that this item
only appears if there is at
least one entry.
By pressing the red (-) sign
on the left side a Delete
button appears on the right.
By pressing it the entry is
deleted.

By pressing the Delete All
item on the bottom line, all
trips can be deleted. You
can see the dialog to do this
on the left image.
After deletion the screen
looks like on the right image.
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Display of Vehicle Info Logs
Here you can see an
example log.
You can export the content
by tapping on the action item
on the navigation bar. On
the right image you can see
the action dialog.
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Vehicles
Vehicle Profiles Stored
This screen shows all stored
vehicle profiles. Initially this
screen is empty. Please note
that you cannot add vehicle
profiles here! Details are
described in the sub-chapter
Vehicle Profiles of the
chapter Basic Features.
On the right image you see
the case that two vehicle
profiles are stored without
the profile names being
changed yet.

Normally one profile is always selected. If the app is
currently connected to a vehicle, this profile is selected and
the selection cannot be changed. Once the app is not
connected to a vehicle anymore, you can freely select any
profile by simply tapping on it.
The effect of selecting a specific profile here can be seen in
the Selectable Sensors sub-screen, reachable via the
Gauges screen. There you can see all the supported
sensors of the vehicle selected here.
From here you can get to the details of the vehicle profile
you are interested in, no matter whether it is selected or not.
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Vehicle Profile Details
Here you can see the settings of a selected profile.
In the uppermost field of the first section you can change
the profile name. You should take into account that an
already existing profile name cannot be used.
Depending on the fuel consumption calculation, Engine
displacement is needed. You can find more information in
the Quick Start Guide.
In Total weight you can enter the gross weight of the
vehicle incl. the driver, any passengers, and load.
The values Max vehicle speed in <unit> and Max RPM
adjust the maximum value in gauges for the Vehicle Speed
Sensor and Engine RPM in the Dashboard screen. It is
useful if you would like to see different maximum values for
different vehicles.
The value for Fuel tank capacity can be found in the
vehicle manual. It is used for the Current fuel level, the
value below, which can be adjusted by a slider.
If the vehicle has a fuel level indicator the slider cannot be
moved. This is indicated by a grey instead of a blue line left
of the slider button.
The field Fuel Type shows the kind of fuel used by the
engine. Selecting this field leads to the table Fuel Types
where you can specify the fuel kind in more detail, as you
can see on the right image.
The Volumetric efficiency in % is used for fuel
consumption calculation. Here you can see the preset value
of 85.
The Accumulated distance contains the overall distance
summed up by the app while this profile has been in use.
Here you can adjust this value.
The Fuel consumption adjustment is a factor which is
used to correct the fuel consumption. The preset value of 1
means no change.
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The Speed adjustment does the same for the speed. The
preset value of 1 means no change as well.
The switch Use own dashboard layout activates an own
dashboard layout. This means that you can select individual
gauges with their sizes and positions for this vehicle. The
appearance of the gauges and background remains the
same.

The second section contains read-only values of the current
trip. These values are automatically reset when a new trip
starts but can be reset as well by tapping on the table.

The third section contains long-term values. These values
are never automatically reset. Here they can be manually
reset.

On the left image you can
see the dialog to reset the
trip values.
On the right image you see
how it looks when the values
are reset.
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On the left image you can
see the dialog to reset the
long term values.
On the right image you see
how it looks when the values
are reset.

The fourth and last section
shows some vehicle details
which can be read out with
OBD-II requests.
The remark may be
inaccurate at the Model
year on the right image
means that vehicles
manufactured outside of
North America might not
follow the North American
regulation for the model year
position in the VIN.

Please note that the details which are accessible strongly depend on the manufacturer.
Therefore the values shown here can differ quite much from vehicle to vehicle, as you can
see on the two images.
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Vehicle Profile Deletion
You can delete the vehicle
profile by selecting the trash
bin on the right side of the
navigation bar.
The left image shows the
dialog when the profile-todelete is not connected.
The right image shows the
dialog if you attempt to
delete a profile which is
connected to the ECU.
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Miscellaneous
The Miscellaneous menu consists of four or five entries
which all lead to further menus.
Here you can see five entries. The entry Map View is
shown if all of the following conditions apply:
1) Your device supports GPS
2) GPS is activated
3) GPS is enabled

In all other cases the entry Map View is not shown, as you
can see here.
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About
The About entry contains some app details, as you can see
here.

Quick Start Guide
The Quick Start Guide entry leads to a locally stored
document containing basic startup information.
You can either scroll through the document or jump to a
specific location by selecting it from the Table of Contents.
Once you leave this document the last position is stored.
When you re-enter the document the app positions to this
last position.
You can jump to the beginning of this document by pressing
the rewind item on the navigation bar.
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User Manual
The User Manual entry leads to another locally stored
document containing a detailed app description.
You can either scroll through the document or jump to a
specific location by selecting it from the Table of Contents.
Once you leave this document the last position is stored.
When you re-enter the document the app positions to this
last position.
You can jump to the beginning of this document by pressing
the rewind item on the navigation bar.

DTC Database
The DTC Database entry leads to a screen where you can
select a DTC, as you can see on the image. The selection is
done by rotating the five wheels. Once the wheels are
stopped, the description of the selected DTC is shown
below.
Currently there are 8,300 entries in the database, taken
from the SAE J2012 standard.
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News
The News entry contains a
news list which have been
received via notifications.
The left image shows no
existing entries.
The right image shows
several entries. For each
entry it is shown:
1)

Readout timestamp

2)

News title

3)

News description

An entry can be deleted by
shifting the entry which
should be be deleted to the
left. Then a Delete button
appears on the right side of
the entry. By pressing this
button the entry is deleted.
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Another possibility to delete
an entry is to tap the Edit
item on the navigation bar.
Please note that this item
only appears if there is at
least one entry.
By pressing the red (-) sign
on the left side a Delete
button appears on the right.
By pressing it the entry is
deleted.

By pressing the Delete All
item on the bottom line, all
trips can be deleted. You
can see the dialog to do
this on the left image.
After deletion the screen
looks like on the right
image.
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Map View
The Map View entry shows a map with your current location
in the center after you entered it. From the app version 1.5.3
the last location of your vehicle is stored once it has been
connected. You can see the last location of your vehicle on
the map:
1) The vehicle profile name is shown.
2) The vehicle currently selected is shown in green.
3) All other vehicles are shown in orange.
4) If at least one trip is stored, the track of the last trip is
shown.
As long as the app is not connected to a vehicle or the app
is connected to a vehicle with the engine not running, you
can freely move and resize the map region.

As soon as a running engine
is detected, a multi-line
annotation appears (from
iOS 9) and the current
location is fixed in the center
of the map. But the region
can still be resized.
The trip details shown are:
1) Average speed,
measured from the
OBD speed sensor
2) Distance traveled
3) Engine run time
4) Fuel usage (if the
calculation is
activated)
On the left image you see the annotation without, on the right image with fuel consumption
calculation (see Adapter Settings).
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With iOS 8 a single-line
annotation is shown.
The values shown are:
1) Distance traveled
2) Engine run time
3) Fuel usage (if the
calculation is
activated)
On the left image you see
the annotation without, on
the right image with fuel
consumption calculation
(see Adapter Settings).

By tapping on the refresh icon at the navigation bar the map type changes.
On the left image you see the standard map.
On the center image you see the satellite map.
On the right image you see the hybrid map.
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By tapping somewhere on the map the annotation
disappears. By tapping on the vehicle pointer the annotation
appears again.
Please note:
1) Map View and Map Trip View (see below) show trips
– therefore it is recommended to check the subchapter Trips in the chapter Basic Features in order
to recall the implications, including the meaning of
the value set in Special Options.
2) The speed shown in the track is the GPS speed and
not the OBD vehicle speed. Therefore the resolution
is higher and there is no maximum speed at 255
km/h (158 mph) but a constant GPS signal is a
precondition which is needed anyway for the
location. The track is shown in grey if the GPS speed
could not be determined.

Please take into account that Mobile Data should be activated. Otherwise the maps might
look like the images below:
Standard type

Satellite type
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Hybrid type

Trip Selection
By tapping on the folder icon at the navigation bar the Trip Selection menu opens directly
and starts to collect trips data, as you can see on the left image below. It consists of two
sections which are fully visible on the center image.

The first section contains four switches. They are explained below.
By tapping on the section title Map View Settings the lines of this section are made
invisible, as you can see on the right image.
Please note that the invisible lines remain invisible until you tap the title again. This means
that the visibility setting is preserved, even when you leave the Trip Selection table.
The first switch allows you to select whether or not road names and labels are covered by
the colored track. This switch is effective for the Map View and the Map Trip View which is
explained below.
The second and third switch are only supported from iOS 9.
With the second switch you can select whether a distance scale is shown on the upper left
of the map. This switch is effective for the Map View and the Map Trip View.
With the third switch you can select whether traffic information is displayed on the map.
This switch is only effective for the Map View.
With the fourth switch you can select whether the map turns with the device. This switch is
only effective for the Map View.
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Here the effects of these four switches are visualized:

Cover road labels
On the left image you can
see the road names and
labels not covered.
On the right image you can
see the road names and
labels covered.

Show scale
On the left image you can
see the distance scale on
the upper left of the map.

Show traffic information
On the right image you can
see how traffic information is
shown on the map.
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Follow heading
On the left image you can
see the normal orientation of
the map: The top of the map
shows to direction North.

On the right image you can
see the adjusted orientation
of the map: The top of the
map shows the direction
where the device is heading
to, including a compass.

Please note that only newer devices always follow the heading accurately. We noticed a
permanently accurate orientation adjustment with the iPhone X.
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The second section contains
a list of trips. For each trip it
is shown:
1) Trip start timestamp
2) Vehicle profile name
3) Distance traveled, trip duration (engine run time)
4) Fuel usage in case fuel consumption calculation has been enabled during trip
Here, like in the Map View, the selected vehicle profile is shown in green and all others in
orange.
At the bottom the number of trips being stored are shown.

A trip can be deleted by
shifting the entry which
should be be deleted to the
left. Then a Delete button
appears on the right side of
the entry. By pressing this
button the entry is deleted.
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Another possibility to delete
an entry is to tap the Edit
item on the navigation bar.
Please note that this item
only appears if there is at
least one trip.
By pressing the red (-) sign
on the left side a Delete
button appears on the right.
By pressing it the entry is
deleted.

By pressing the Delete All item on the bottom line, all trips can be deleted. You can see
the dialog to do this on the left image below.
This operation might take a while, depending on the amount of trips to be deleted. That’s
why the deletion is animated and the progress is shown on the bottom line.
After deletion the screen looks like on the right image.
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Map Trip View
By clicking on one of the trips the trip is shown in the Map
Trip View. The view is scaled so that the complete trip is
visible. Additionally, the start and end point of the trip is
shown. They are shown in different orientations so that you
can distinguish them even in case the start and end point
are identical, as can be seen on the right image.
You can freely move and resize the visible region.

Identical to the Map View the map type changes by tapping on the refresh icon at the
navigation bar as you can see below:
Standard type

Satellite type
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Hybrid type

Voice Control
Initial Considerations
Voice Control is a feature which completely runs locally on your Mobile Device. This
means that the recognized words and the speech output is contained in the app. On one
hand it has an impact on the size of the app but on the other hand you do not need any
internet connection in order to address speech recognition requests to external servers.

Voice Control is meant to be mainly used for navigation. You cannot change numbers like
the IP address or add, modify, or delete vehicles or gauges. But it enables you to:
1. check your settings and modify them, as long as they are switches
2. go through the dashboard pages
3. check DTCs and emission readiness values and reset them
without your hands releasing the steering wheel!

All other activities like modifying the gauges and vehicles need your full attention and are
not suitable to be done while driving. These activities can be done by a passenger or while
parking somewhere.
But it is pointed out that you have to be fully concentrated on the traffic. Failing to do so
can cause severe accidents with injuries which can lead to death!

So we recommend to use this app and Voice Control with care – do not pay too much
attention to your Mobile Device while driving!

All activities which you can do via Voice Control can always be done manually as well –
therefore Voice Control is just an additional method of doing the changes.
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Command Types
The commands can be divided in two types:
1. Commands which work everywhere
This means that, independent from where you are, even in some menus which are
not reachable via Voice Control, these commands lead you to a specific menu or
perform a specific function.
2. Commands which work only locally
This means that these commands work only in a specific menu.

When the commands are explained, it is explicitly mentioned where these commands are
effective.
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Voice Control Details
With Voice Control you can navigate through the menus, change some settings, and
change the pages in Dashboard without a single finger tip.
With Voice Control you can navigate to:
- Main Menu
- Settings
- General
- Units
- Adapter Settings
- Appearance
- Special Options
- App Settings
- App Review
- Email to Support
- Dashboard
- Diagnostics
- Logged Diagnostics
- Monitors
- Readiness
- Logged Readiness
- Vehicle Info
- Logged Vehicle Info
- Vehicles
- Miscellaneous
- About
- Quick Start Guide
- User Manual
- News
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- Map View
- Trip Selection

Once Voice Control is activated, you see some words in blue. These blue words are
keywords which can be used to navigate in case they are menu items or to change in case
they are configuration items.
Each Voice Control command starts with HEY APP, followed by some details.
If you navigate through the app, you add GO TO and the target name. The target names of
the menu tree are marked blue on the page above. Please note that some target names
are shorter than the actual menu name!
E. g. the target name for the Main Menu is MAIN MENU.
So you can go to the Main Menu from wherever you are by saying
HEY APP GO TO MAIN MENU
You can go one level back from wherever you are (except the Main Menu) by saying
HEY APP GO BACK
You can make a screenshot from wherever you are by saying
HEY APP MAKE SCREENSHOT
The screenshot is then stored at the location of the photos.

If you intend leave the app, you do not even need to press the Home button. You only
need to say
HEY APP ENTER BACKGROUND
no matter where you are!

On the following pages all usable commands are explained and where they work.
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Voice Control Activation
Here you can see where and
how Voice Control is
activated: you just use the
last switch in the General
menu!
Once Voice is enabled,
another switch appears,
giving you the option to get a
spoken feedback. Initially
this switch is activated. And
you see as well the change
of some words – the key
words – from white to blue.

Main Menu
Here you can see how the screens look with activated Voice
Control.
This is the Main Menu. You can go to the different menus
by saying
HEY APP GO TO SETTINGS
HEY APP GO TO DASHBOARD
HEY APP GO TO DIAGNOSTICS
HEY APP GO TO MONITORS
HEY APP GO TO VEHICLES
HEY APP GO TO MISCELLANEOUS

These commands work everywhere.
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Settings
This is the Settings menu. You can go to further menus by
saying
HEY APP GO TO GENERAL
HEY APP GO TO UNITS
HEY APP GO TO ADAPTER
HEY APP GO TO APPEARANCE
HEY APP GO TO SPECIAL
HEY APP GO TO APP SETTINGS
HEY APP GO TO REVIEW
HEY APP GOTO EMAIL

These commands work everywhere.
Please note:
App Settings leads you to the Settings app.
App Review leads you to the App Store app.
Email to Support leads you to the Mail app.
From these apps you cannot go back with
HEY APP GO BACK
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General
This is the General Menu. You can change the settings by
saying
HEY APP CHANGE STATUS
HEY APP CHANGE DASHBOARD
HEY APP CHANGE ROTATION
HEY APP CHANGE VOICE
HEY APP CHANGE ACOUSTIC

These commands work only here.
Please note that you cannot activate Voice Control by voice
but you can deactivate it by voice!
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Units
This is the Units menu. You can change the settings by
saying
HEY APP CHANGE UNITS
HEY APP CHANGE VOLUME
HEY APP CHANGE FUEL
HEY APP CHANGE POWER
HEY APP CHANGE TEMPERATURE

These commands work only here.

Adapter Settings
This is the Adapter Settings menu. You can change the
settings by saying
HEY APP CHANGE CALCULATION
HEY APP CHANGE SENSORS
HEY APP CHANGE VOCALLY
HEY APP CHANGE FREEZE

These commands work only here.
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Appearance
This is the Appearance menu. You can select the options
by saying
HEY APP SELECT APPEARANCE
HEY APP RESET APPEARANCE
HEY APP SELECT PERSISTENT
HEY APP DELETE PERSISTENT

There is no Voice Control support for the opacity.
These commands work only here.

Special Options
This is the Special Options menu. You cannot change
anything here via Voice Control.
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Dashboard
In Dashboard you can navigate through the pages by
saying
HEY APP GO TO PREVIOUS PAGE
HEY APP GO TO NEXT PAGE

These commands work only here.
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Diagnostics
In Diagnostics you can refresh the DTC display by saying
HEY APP REFRESH

You can clear the error codes by saying
HEY APP RESET ERRORS
Then a dialog appears as is shown on the image. You can
respond by saying
HEY APP CONFIRM ERROR RESET
or
HEY APP REJECT ERROR RESET

These commands work only here.

Additionally, you can go to Logged Diagnostics by saying
HEY APP GO TO LOGGED DIAGNOSTICS

This command works everywhere.
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Monitors
This is the Monitors menu. You can go to further menus by
saying
HEY APP GO TO READINESS
HEY APP GO TO VEHICLE INFO

These commands work everywhere.
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Readiness
In Readiness you can refresh the values by saying
HEY APP REFRESH

You can clear the error codes by saying
HEY APP RESET ERRORS
Then a dialog appears as is shown on the image. You can
respond by saying
HEY APP CONFIRM ERROR RESET
or
HEY APP REJECT ERROR RESET

These commands work only here.

Additionally, you can go to Logged Readiness by saying
HEY APP GO TO LOGGED READINESS

This command works everywhere.
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Vehicle Info
In Vehicle Info you can refresh the values by saying
HEY APP REFRESH

This command works only here.

Additionally, you can go to Logged Vehicle Info by saying
HEY APP GO TO LOGGED VEHICLE INFO

This command works everywhere.

Vehicles
This is the Vehicles menu. You cannot change anything
here via Voice Control.
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Miscellaneous
This is the Miscellaneous menu. You can go further by
saying
HEY APP GO TO ABOUT
HEY APP GO TO GUIDE
HEY APP GO TO MANUAL
HEY APP GO TO DATABASE
HEY APP GO TO NEWS
HEY APP GO TO MAP

These commands work everywhere.

Map View
This is the Map View. Here you can go to the next menu by
saying
HEY APP GO TO TRIP
This command works everywhere.

You can change the map type, zoom in, or zoom out by
saying
HEY APP CHANGE MAP
HEY APP ZOOM IN
HEY APP ZOOM OUT

These commands work only here.
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Trip Selection
This is the Trip Selection menu. You can change the
settings by saying
HEY APP CHANGE LABELS
HEY APP CHANGE SCALE
HEY APP CHANGE TRAFFIC
HEY APP CHANGE HEADING

These commands work only here.

Map Trip View
This is the Map Trip View. Here you can change the map
type, zoom in, or zoom out by saying
HEY APP CHANGE MAP
HEY APP ZOOM IN
HEY APP ZOOM OUT

These commands work only here.
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Appendix: Dashboard Appearance
You can create an individual appearance of the dashboard and the gauges. This is done
by adding files into the app’s documents directory which is accessible via iTunes. In the
image below you can see how and where to find this directory and its content.

Here is the list of supported files and their content:

dashboard_p.png / dashboard_p.jpg
If one of these files exists then it is taken as the file containing the persistent dashboard
background image. If the horizontal or vertical size of this image is below 300 pixels then
this image is regarded as one of many tiles with which the background is filled. Otherwise
the image is stretched by keeping the ratio of the horizontal and vertical size so that the
background is completely covered.

dashboard.png / dashboard.jpg
If one of these files exists without a persistent background file existing then it is taken as
the file containing the dashboard background image. If the horizontal or vertical size of this
image is below 300 pixels then this image is regarded as one of many tiles with which the
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background is filled. Otherwise the image is stretched by keeping the ratio of the
horizontal and vertical size so that the background is completely covered.

gauge_round.png / gauge_round.jpg
If one of these files exists then it is taken as the file containing the background image for
all round gauges.

gauge_square.png / gauge_square.jpg
If one of these files exists then it is taken as the file containing the background image for
all square shaped gauges.

appearance_attributes.txt
If this file exists then the content is taken as a list of attributes used for displaying the
gauges.
Here is an example content:
#
# appearance attributes file
#
# non-color values (except of 'showMinTicks') are floating point numbers
# startAngle + stopAngle has to be at least 40
# negative values are supported
startAngle=45
# default value: 45
stopAngle=45
# default value: 45
radius=90
tickLength=10
showMinTicks=1
pointerLength=80
pointerWidth=5
arcWidth=5
graphLineWidth=1

#
#
#
#
#
#
#

default
default
default
default
default
default
default

value:
value:
value:
value:
value:
value:
value:

90; minimum = 10; maximum = 100
10; minimum = 1; maximum = 50
1; other value = 0 (boolean)
80; minimum = 10; maximum = 100
5; minimum = 1; maximum = 50
5; minimum = 1; maximum = 50
1; minimum = 1; maximum = 50

# color values are either rrggbb or aarrggbb
# supported values are: integer notation without leading '#'
pointerColor=ff0000
arcColor=ff0000
graphLineColor=ff0000
tickColor=c0c0c0
tickTextColor=c0c0c0
titleTextColor=c0c0c0
valueTextColor=ffffff
unitTextColor=c0c0c0

#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

default
default
default
default
default
default
default
default

value:
value:
value:
value:
value:
value:
value:
value:

ccffffff
ccffffff
ffffff
ffffff
ffffff
ffffff
ffffff
ffffff

The startAngle measures the angle from the lowest position of a round gauge to the lowest
tick in clockwise direction. Negative values are supported.
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The stopAngle measures the angle from the lowest position of a round gauge to the
highest tick in counterclockwise direction. Negative values are supported.
Here are three examples:

The left image side shows a startAngle and stopAngle of 45°.
The middle image shows a startAngle of 0° and a stopAngle of 90°.
The right image shows a startAngle of -135° and a stopAngle of 225°.

The values for radius, ...Length, and ...Width contain the percentage of half of the
gauge size. So radius=100 means that the ticks are placed at the outer border of the
gauge and pointerLength=100 means that the pointer is stretched to the outer border
of the gauge. The meaning of the other size attribute names is regarded as selfexplanatory.

showMinTicks=1 means that the ticks with and without labels are shown.
showMinTicks=0 means that only the ticks with labels are shown.

The color values can consist of 6 or 8 hex digits. In case of 8 digits, the first two ones
contain the opacity of the item. The meaning of the color attribute names is regarded as
self-explanatory.
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Please note that the content of this file is case-insensitive. This is valid for the attribute
names as well as their values in case of color attributes.
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